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ABSTRACT
In this paper we have put forward an analytical model, which could accurately capture the on chip interconnect
delay. As we move onto higher frequency range, of the order of GHz, the effects of shunt conductance cannot be
ignored, as it provides a measure of the possible leakage. Due to this reason, we have derived our on-chip
interconnect delay metric considering distributed RLCG segments, rather than sticking to the conventional RLC
and RC. We develop a novel analytical model based on the first few moments of the interconnect transfer
function when the input is generalised signal. Delay estimate using our first moment based analytical model is
within 3% of SPICE-computed delay, and model based on first two moments is within 2% of SPICE, across a
wide range of interconnects parameter values.
Keywords: Delay Calculation; RLCG Interconnect; Moment Matching; Generalised Input;
I. INTRODUCTION
Modelling of on chip interconnects using
transmission line theory has received a great and
increasing interest over the last couple of decades
and is still a challenging problem. One of the holy
grails of design is to achieve timing closure in a
single pass of design simply put‚ this implies that
the design should meet its specifications without
iteration. Developing accurate methods for timing
is‚ therefore‚ a vital part of ensuring fast timing
closure in interconnects [1-2] as the interconnect
delay are playing more important than the gate
delay. Hence, it is desirable to derive accurate and
effective delay estimation electrical models for
interconnects .Elmore delay is widely used but it do
not consider the rise time of the signals. The
behaviour of the on-chip interconnect may be
modelled using resistor, capacitor and inductor ,
either as lumped or distributed models depending
on the need of frequency and type of input signal.
At relatively lower frequency, interconnect may be
modeled as distributed RC segments [3-4]. At
extremely higher frequencies inductance play a
role in calculation of interconnect delay to account
for effect such as undershoot, overshoot and
ringing, the interconnect is modeled as distributed
RLC network [5-6] and the correctness in
performance estimation of interconnect eventually
got improved. . Resistance (due to the skin effect)

and conductance (due to dielectric absorption) are
in fact dependent on the frequency. Both effects
result in increased attenuation at higher frequencies
thus the effect of G at higher frequency cannot be
ignored in many practical situations especially in
the very high frequency domain used in the present
VLSI design [7].
Now it is necessary to consider the effect of
inductance and conductance & to prepare a model
by taking this frequency of operation. So, many
works are done for the delay estimation using
RLCG modeling of interconnects, but all these
consider the input either as ramp or step[8-13].We
want to generalize our input so we take input as
generalised (exp xn) but to the best of our
knowledge there is no such analytical explicit delay
estimation models proposed which is based on the
first few central moments for generalised input.
We have proposed an analytical model for the
delay estimation taking generalised input for the
on-chip interconnect for different high frequency
mode of operations considering the conductance
(G) effect.
II.BASIC THEORY
For a simple input source terminated
transmission line we can write the transfer function
as:
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R, L,C and G are the per-unit-length resistance,
inductance, and capacitance of the transmission
line, respectively
II.2 Lossless Interconnect
For a transmission line without load and without
loss driven by a step input, the optimal termination
resistance is Rs=Z0. With this termination, the
output signal is delayed version of the input step,
which is delayed by the time-of flight along the
line, and is given by, T f
LC d . Minimizing the

Figure1: Two-Port model of a distributed RLCG line
with resistive and inductive source impedance and
capacitive load impedance

where
R sL G sC is the propagation
constant and Zo
is the
( R sL) /(G sC )
characteristic impedance of the line. R, L, C and G
are the per-unit-length resistance, inductance, and
capacitance of the transmission line, respectively.
d is the length of the line. The series resistance is
given by, Rs Rdr Rter where Rdr is the driver
resistance and Rter the additional termination
resistance. We assume that at the given frequency of
interest, the dielectric loss and conductance values
are negligibly small. The driver resistance is
assumed to be linear. Now the RLCG interconnect
can be considered as either lossless or lossy.

central moments the ideal impulse response can be
still obtained . For the lossless line in Figure 2, the
transfer function is given by [14-15],
H ( s)

2

2

d1

CLd 2 3Rs C 2 d 2
2

For a Lossy transmission line shown in Figure
1, the central moments are given by following
equation
c1

(3)

where γ and Z0 are the propagation constant and
the characteristic impedance, respectively and are
defined as,
s LC and Z o
L / C . For the
equation (3) the second and third central moments
of the impulse response are symbolically given as
follows:

II.1 Lossy Interconnect
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Above equations can be obtained by putting R=0
and G=0 in equation (2).
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Figure 2: Lossless transmission line

Solving for 2 0 from (4) yields i L / 3C and
i L / 3C as roots.

LC 3RLGC
1

9
RG 9 RS G
2

Again

a2

RS4 182C 3 G 66 RC 3 G

b2

RS3 214C 3 RG 14C 3

c2

RS2 14 RC 3

solving

0, 3L / 14C and

3

from

0

(4)

yields

3L / 14C as roots.

Rs = Z0, approximately is the solution
considering positive root. Then, the transfer
function given as,

C 2 RG 6RC 3

25C 2 GL 21RC 2 LG

H ( s)
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1
sinh( d ) cosh( d )

e

sT f

(5)
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where T f
LC d is the time of flight. Now the
output of transmission line ideally is as follows

vo (t )

(6)

vi (t T f )

From (6), it can be inferred that the ideal
impulse response for a lossless transmission line is
symmetric and localized (zero dispersion) about its
mean,
LC d . Conversely, forcing the impulse
response to be symmetric and localized about the
mean ensures critical damping.

Figure 3: Highly coupled transmission line

1) Mutual Inductance

So from (6) we can write the following equation:
sT f

Vo (s) Vi (s)e

(7)

The mutual inductance of
inductances L1 and L2 is given by

(8)

M

E2m /

di1
dt

(16)

M

E1m /

di 2
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(17)

In case of generalised input,
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III. PROPOSED DELAY MODEL

(15)

III.1 Calculation of Delay for Even Mode
From (1) and for a simple input source
terminated transmission line, we can write the
transfer function as,

T f the TD is given as,

(0.5)1 / n
n

(19)

L2

where kM is the mutual coupling coefficient of
the two inductances L1 and L2. If the coupling
between the two inductances L1 and L2 is perfect,
then the mutual inductance M is:

1/ n

TD

E1m
E2 s

Combining equations (18) and (19) we get,
(11)

For calculation of the time delay we take V0(s) =
0.5VDD at time t = TD and hence substituting in (11)
, we have,
n

coupled

The mutually induced voltages E1m and E2m, then
E2m
(18)
M
L1
E1s

get,

Taking inverse Laplace transform of (10)

V ' o(t )

two

The above equation (15) is our proposed closed
form expression for delay for lossless transmission
line RLCG interconnects system.

H ( s)

VO ( s)
Vi ( s)

(22)

1
sCL ( Rs cosh( e d ) Z oe sinh( e d )) ( Rs / Z oe ) sinh( e d ) cosh( e d )

where is the e
( R s( L M ))(G sC ) is the
propagation constant for even mode and
Zoe
( R s( L M )) /(G sC ) is the characteristic
impedance for even mode of the line. R, L, M, C
and G are the per-unit-length resistance, inductance,
mutual inductance capacitance and conductance

II.3 Lossless Interconnect Considering Mutual
Inductance
In order to calculate the exact time delay in two
parallel RLCG line, we consider the mutual
inductance between two inductors as M. Figure 3,
shows two highly coupled transmission line system.
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parameters of the transmission line, respectively, d
is the length of the line. The series resistance is
given by Rs Rdr Rter where Rdr is the driver
resistance and Rter the termination resistance. We
assume that the dielectric loss and hence the
conductance, G to be negligibly small. The driver
resistance is assumed to be linear. For a no loss load
free transmission line with a step input, the optimal
termination resistance is Rs=Zoe. The time of flight
for the above termination , is given by

T fe

V ' o(t )

0.5VDD

0.5

TD

s ( L M )C

and Z oe

( L M ) / C . For

the equation (24) , the II and III central moments of
the impulse response are given as follows:
2
C ( L M )d 2 3Rs C 2 d 2
2
(25)
2

3

3RsC ( L M )d

3

3

3

14 Rs C d

H (s)

3( L M ) / 14C and
3( L M ) / 14C as roots.
The positive root provides the solution Rs = Zoe,
approximately Then, the transfer function given as,
1
sT
(26)
H ( s)
e fe
sinh( e d ) cosh( e d )
where, T f
( L M )C d is the time of flight.

(28)
(29)
(30)

Vi ( s)

(36)

(37)

VO ( s )
Vi ( s )
1
Z oo sinh( o d )) ( R s / Z oo ) sinh( o d ) cosh( o d )

( L M )C d
by, T fo
. So, minimizing the central
moments the ideal response is still obtained. For the
lossless line in Figure 2, the transfer function is
given by,

Substituting (30) in (28) we get,

VDD n!
e
s n1

(0.5)1 / n
n

and Rter the termination resistance. We assume the
dielectric loss and hence the shunt conductance, G
to be negligibly small. The driver resistance is
assumed to be linear. For load free no loss
transmission line driven by a step input, the optimal
termination resistance is Rs=Zoo. With this
termination, the ideal signal is the input step
delayed by the time-of flight along the line, is given

In case of generalised input

VDD n!
s n 1

(35)

dr

e

So from equation (27) we can write the
following equation:

Vi ( s )

T fe

T fe

where, o ( R s( L M ))(G sC ) is the propagation
constant and Zoo
( R s( L M )) /(G sC ) is the
characteristic impedance for odd mode of the line,
respectively R, L, M, C and G are the per-unitlength resistance, inductance, mutual inductance
capacitance and conductance parameters of the
transmission line, respectively, d is the length of the
line, and the series resistance is given by
Rs Rdr Rter . Where R is the driver resistance

e

vi (t ) VDD x n (t )

TD

sC L ( R s cosh( o d )

Then it can be easily shown that this transfer
function provides the output delayed by time of
flight as:
(27)
vo (t ) vi (t T f )

sT f e

(34)

1/ n

III.2 Calculation of the Delay in Odd Mode
Again from equation (1) for a simple input
source terminated transmission line we can write the
transfer function as,

3

Solving for 2 0 from equation (25) yields
i ( L M ) / 3C and i ( L M ) / 3C as roots. Again
solving 3 0 from equation (25) yields 0,

Vo (s) Vi (s)e

T fe )

(33)

n

The above equation (36) is our proposed closed
form expression for delay for lossless transmission
line RLCG tree circuit in even mode and with
mutual inductance for generalized input.

( Rs / Z oe ) sinh( e d ) cosh( e d )
e

nVDD (TD T fe ) n u(t T fe )

n(TD

(0.5)
n

The following discussion shows that this ideal
response is indeed obtained when the central
moments of the impulse response are minimized.
For the lossless line in Fig.2, the transfer function is
given by,
1
(24)
H ( s)
where

(32)

For the calculation of the time delay we take
V0(s) = 0.5VDD at time t=TD and hence substituting
in (32), we have,
So for t T fe , TD is given as,

(23)

( L M )C d

nVDD (t T fe ) n u(t T fe )

(31)
sTfe

H ( s)

Taking inverse Laplace transform of (31)
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( Rs / Z oo ) sinh( o d ) cosh( o d )

(38)
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where

s ( L M )C is the propagation
constant and Z oo
( L M ) / C is the characteristic
impedance for equation (38), the II and III central
moments of the impulse response are given as:
o

TD

So for t

2

2

( L M )d 2 3Rs C 2 d 2

3

3RsC 2 ( L M )d 3 14 Rs C 3d 3

(39)

0 from equation (39) yields

2

i ( L M ) / 3C as roots. Again
solving
0 from equation (49) yields 0,
3
3( L M ) / 14C and
3( L M ) /14C as roots.
The positive root provides the solution Rs = Z0o,
Then, the transfer function may be expressed as,

1
sinh( o d ) cosh( o d )

e

sT f o

So from (41), we can write the following equation:
sT f o

Vo (s) Vi (s)e

TABLE 1:. EXTRACTED VALUES OF R, L, C, G

(42)

In case of arbitrary input,

vi (t ) VDD x n (t )

(43)

VDD n!
s n1

Vi ( s )

(44)

Substituting (42) in (44) we get,

VDD n!
e
s n1

Vi ( s)

sTfo

(45)

nVDD (t T fo ) n u (t T fo )

Parameter(s)

Value/m

Resistance(R)

120 kΩ/m

Inductance(L)

270 nH/m

Conductance(G)

15 pS/m

Capacitance(C)

240 pF/m

Mutual Inductance(M)

54 nH/m

For very high frequencies as in GHz scale, inductive
effect plays a major role therefore it should be
considered for complete delay analysis. The
configuration of circuit for simulation is shown in
Figure 4

Taking inverse Laplace transform of equation
(45)

V ' o(t )

(52)

Only capacitive coupling is considered in research
and reduction techniques earlier. But, inductive
crosstalk plays a major part and it should be
included in case of very high frequencies (GHz)
scale coupling noise analysis. The configuration of
circuit for simulation is shown in Figure 4. The
high-speed interconnect system consist of two
coupled interconnect lines and ground and the
length of the lines is d =10 mm.
The extracted values [16] for the parameters R, L,
C, and G are given in Table 1.

(40)

(41)

vi (t T f o )

(0.5)1 / n
n

IV SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

where T f
( L M )C d is the time-of-flight. Then
o
it is easy to show that this transfer function provides
the desired ideal waveform at the output of the
transmission line is

vo (t )

(51)

The above equation (52) is our proposed closed
form expression for delay for lossless transmission
line RLCG tree circuit in Odd mode and with
mutual inductance for generalized input.

i ( L M ) / 3C and

H ( s)

(0.5)1 / n
n
T fo the TD is given as,

TD T fo

3

Solving for

T fo

(46)

In order to calculate the time delay we take V0(s) =
0.5VDD at time t = TD and hence putting in equation
(46), we have,
(47)
0.5VDD nVDD (TD T foo ) n u(t T foo )

0.5

n(TD

(0.5)
(0.5)
n

1/ n

T fo ) n

n(TD

T fo )

(48)
(49)

Figure 4: An RLCG tree example

1/ n

TD

T fo
(50)
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[7]
TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND SIMULATED
RESULT FOR DELAY TIME

Value
of
n
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4

Value of load
Capacitance
CL (pF)
80
210
140
70
40
60
30
60
90
40
80
120

Proposed
value of τD
(ns)
3.21
3.29
2.76
2.31
0.62
0.83
0.69
0.91
1.42
0.86
1.53
1.78

SPICE
value
of τD (ns)
3.10
2.98
2.59
2.17
1.98
1.62
1.21
0.87
0.92
0.89
1.62
1.83

Theoretical and experimental results for delay are given
in Table 2,From this we concluded that as the order of
the input & load capacitance increases the accuracy of
the delay time decreases.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

V CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed an accurate delay
analysis approach for distributed RLCG interconnect line
under generalised input. We derived the transient
response in time domain function of a generalised input.
In Table 2 comparative results of our proposed dealy
model with spice dealy are given and it our prposed
model gives less dealy as the load capacitance is
increasing.In future this paper can be modified for any
specific input.

[14]

[15]

[16]
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